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FLIGHT TEST PLAN

A. ACCIDENT : DCA96MA070

Location : East Moriches, New York

Date : July 17, 1996

Time : 2031 Eastern Daylight Time

Airplane : Boeing 747-131, N93119
Operated as Trans World Airlines (TWA) Flight 800

B. FLIGHT TEST GROUP
Initials for agreement with:
Safety Test Plan

NTSB Test Director: Robert Benzon ______ ______

Boeing Test Director: Roland Johnson ______ ______

FBI/DoD Coordinator: Steven A. Bongardt ______ ______

Evergreen Airlines (EVG): Kevin Rickard ______ ______

FAA Coordinator Michael Collins ______ ______

ALPA: Steven D. Green ______ ______

TWA: Terry Stacey ______ ______

C. SUMMARY

On July 17, 1996, at 2031 EDT, a Boeing 747-131, N93119, crashed into the Atlantic
Ocean, about 8 miles south of East Moriches, New York, after taking off from John F. Kennedy
International Airport (JFK).  All 230 people aboard were killed.  The airplane was being operated
as a Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 121 flight to Charles De Gaulle International
Airport (CDG) at Paris, France, as Trans World Airlines (TWA) Flight 800.
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This document contains the details of a flight test plan to obtain time/temperature
histories for a 747-100 series airplane fuel system during specific flight configurations that
follow specified preflight, taxi, takeoff, and climb flight profiles. The data is to be collected from
center wing tank (CWT) surface temperatures, CWT air temperatures, and pressure within the
several bays of the CWT and the wing tip surge tanks.  Additional goals will be to obtain a time
temperature history of the inside of the air conditioning pack bay beneath the CWT.  Vibration
instrumentation and vapor sampling equipment will also be installed on the aircraft.  An airframe
identification exercise will be conducted with FBI/DoD ground-based personnel and equipment.

DETAILS OF THE TEST FLIGHT SERIES

1. Dates

The airplane is to be in position for the accomplishment of Boeing Service Bulletin 747-
28-2205 on the morning of July 7, 1997.  Evergreen Airlines (EVG) is responsible for
getting the airplane in position and for ventilating the CWT sufficiently to allow
instrumentation work to begin.

Boeing is to have test instrumentation ready for installation and at the airplane on the
morning of Tuesday, July 8, 1997.  The installation is planned to take no longer than 4
days.

Flight testing is scheduled to begin on July 12-14, 1997, unless the instrumentation
installation is completed earlier.

Boeing will be notified 48 hours prior to when the instrumentation needs to be removed.
Removal of instrumentation is tentatively scheduled for July 16-17, 1997, following the
completion of the modified air conditioning pack inlet flight of the series, and after EVG
purges the CWT of fuel fumes.

2. Location of Project and Prior Required Coordination

The location for the test will be John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York.

Coordinating for aircraft certification for the test flights will be the performed by the
NTSB, with the cooperation of Evergreen to make application, Boeing for
instrumentation and engineering, and the FAA Farmingdale, NY, MIDO.

The Boeing flight crew and Evergreen will coordinate to perform dispatch and flight
planning, with NTSB and FAA approval.  The FBI/DoD will provide approval for
FBI/DoD flights.
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The NTSB will coordinate with the FAA and aircraft captain to arrange air traffic
considerations and will request non-routine operations in writing prior to commencing
flight tests.

2.1 Required Meetings

All members of the flight test group, the flightcrew, and required technicians will attend
one flight readiness review meeting on the Friday, July 11, at 10 am, to discuss
procedures and the overall safety of the test flight series.  The meeting place is EVG
Hangar 16, CREW ROOM (located behind the Tower Air blast fence).

Individuals involved with each test will meet prior to each test to discuss the conduct of
that test.  Following each test, the individuals involved will meet to debrief and
exchange notes taken during the test flight.

3. Test Aircraft

This test will be conducted on a Boeing 747-121 series airplane.  The airplane to be flown
is an Evergreen freighter and was built as Boeing line number 106 (S/N 20348),
registered as N480EV.  The aircraft will be IFR certified.

EVG will provide internal space in the cabin for instrument installation by removing any
passenger seats and interior trim panels and installing seating, floor rails, or other aircraft
mounting points for test equipment.

EVG will provide weights to simulate the weight and center of gravity loading of the
accident airplane.  These weights may be necessary to replicate the climb performance,
fuel flow, and thermal signature of the airplane.

Weights shown in the Operations Group Notes include: take-off weight of 590,441 lbs.,
dispatch fuel of 181,100 lbs., takeoff fuel of 176,600 lbs., and fuel at time of accident as
165,000 lbs. [estimated].  An attached page shows an operating weight of 359,440 lbs.
and zero fuel weight of 413,841 lbs.  Copies of the Weight and balance papers from the
accident flight have been distributed to the parties to this activity.

EVG will reinstall any previously removed passenger seats and interior trim panels
following the completion of the flight test, if required, and return the airplane to
operational status.

3.1 Minimum Aircraft Requirements

The standard for aircraft conformity includes floorboards over the CWT, operating APU,
and three fully operational air conditioning packs.
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3.2 Deviations

An inspection will be performed by EVG to confirm that no fuel is leaking into the
CWT.  Other sources to inspect for will include a pressurized cross-feed manifold, APU
line, and jettison tubing.  Sources of leakage found will be documented and corrected
prior to the beginning of testing.

3.3 Instrumentation/Modifications

3.3.1 General

Flight test instrumentation will minimize changes to the airplane. The airplane will be
returned without change, other than potential minor cosmetic marks in concealed areas.
An example of potential cosmetic marking would be the location of thermocouple
attachment in the air conditioning bays, on wing spars, or in fuel tanks that are not
visible when the airplane is operational.

Power for any instrumentation will be independent or will come from non-flight critical
electrical sources, such as a cabin or galley service electrical bus.

All instrumentation parameters will be automatically recorded on data recording
equipment at a rate of one sample per second, minimum.  Specialized requirements may
require higher sampling rates, such as for vibration.

Recording equipment shall be activated before the air-conditioning packs begin
operation on the ground.

In addition to specialized instrumentation that is added for the flight test, altitude, mach,
pitch attitude, airspeed, roll attitude, and any available source of aircraft data for CWT
fuel quantity, bleed air, and pack data shall also be recorded from existing aircraft
sensors or sensor locations.  TAT shall be automatically recorded data.

Flight deck video recording will be accomplished continuously through the test
sequences by video record(s), to be provided by Boeing.  The recorder is to be focused
continuously upon the flight engineer’s panel in the area of the fuel, bleed, and
pressurization panels.

The data shall include individual parameter recordings from each of  the source sensors
that normally lead to the following flight engineer panel information or video recording
that includes:

1. Left and right duct pressures (2 sensors),
2. Manual bypass valve position (1 sensor),
3. Inlet Door position (1 sensor),
4. Exit Door position (1 sensor),
5. ACM outlet temperatures (3 sensors),
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6. Compressor discharge temperatures (3 sensors),
7. L/P Duct pressures (3 sensors)
8. Trim valve positions (4 sensors)
9. Compartment and duct temperatures (8 sensors)

The CWT Fuel Quantity Instrumentation System LO Z wiring shall be instrumented with
shielded wiring to record voltage and current.

No on-line data will be available, but there will be a limited real time data monitoring
capability.

Provisions will be made to secure the flight recorder data for readout by the NTSB
laboratory following the flight test series.  The circuit breaker is to be pulled following
each flight and reset prior to beginning each test sequence.

3.3.2 Temperature instrumentation:

3.3.2.1Pre-flight

The following data will be recorded at intervals during the ground portions of the test:

Outside air temperature(15 minute intervals)

Fuel tank temperature (production probe indication).  Record during refueling operation
at start, near midpoint and after main tank is fueled.  Thereafter, record at least every 15
minutes on the ground and by video recording during flight (manual notes may be taken
if data is not captured by video).

A checklist form, such as a Boeing Test Item Planning Sheet, will be used in flight for
recording data and ensuring that test items or results are not omitted shall be developed
by Boeing (and approved by NTSB) prior to the flight test.

3.3.2.2 Surface measurements

1. 10 thermocouples on external CWT bottom right side located midway between
tank centerline (keel beam) and right CWT side of body structure at right butt-line 58.
Thermocouples should be spaced approximately equidistant from front to rear of the
tank (approximately every 2 feet, beginning 1 foot aft of front spar). Due to interference
of air conditioning packs, these locations may need to be altered slightly.   [10 total]

2. Same as #1, on left side of tank. [10 total]

3. 5 thermocouples on external CWT bottom approximately at right butt-line 22.
Thermocouples should be centered under each CWT fuel bay. [5 total] Due to
interference of air conditioning packs, these locations may need to be altered slightly.
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4. Same as #3, on left side of keel beam. [5 total]

5. 4 thermocouples on interior of the right side of body rib, within the fuel tank.
Each thermocouple should be equidistant from top and bottom, centered longitudinally
in each bay.  [4 total]

6. Same as #5, on left side of body rib. [4 total]

7. Surface thermocouple on tank bottom above the right side pneumatic bleed duct at
the front and rear of the lower tank surface.  . [2 total]

8. Same as #7, on left side. [2 total]

9. On interior roof of CWT, one thermocouple located in the center of the  aft bay
(left side), one between mid-spar and spanwise beam 2, one between spanwise beams 2
and 3. [3 total]

10. 1 on fuel cross feed tube near the butt-line zero  rib. [1 total]

11. 1 each (left and right rear bay) centered on interior rear spar. [2 total]

12. 1 near each flow control valve [3 total]

13. 1 between the ACM compressor outlet and the check valve [3 total].

14. 1 on the back/top of an exhaust louver for each heat exchanger, near the center of
the exchanger. [3 total]  NOTE: May be changed to a measurement of air temperature at
same location upon review of louvers for instrumentation.

15. 1 at the outlet from each water separator [3 total]

3.3.2.3 Air temperature measurements

1. In the two forward bays (between spanwise beams 2 and 3, between spanwise
beam 2 and mid spar) one thermocouple tree located in center of bay (above keel
beam).  Each tree consists of 11 thermocouples arranged vertically, one in the center
and five thermocouples at each end spaced vertically at 1 inch intervals starting one
inch from the top and bottom tank surfaces.  [22 total]

2. In the forward two bays (between spanwise beams 2 and 3, between spanwise
beam 2 and mid-spar) approximately four inches from the side of body rib on the left
and right sides, centered longitudinally between the respective  spanwise beams and/or
the midspar.  Each tree consists of three thermocouples arranged vertically, one each
located 3 inches from the top and bottom surfaces, one in the center.  [12 total]
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3. 5 thermocouples located 4 inches below every other surface thermocouple
installed in Section 3.3.2.2, items 1 and 2.  Five additional thermocouples located
beneath each of the thermocouples installed by Section 3.3.2.2, items 3 and.  Location
may be adjusted slightly depending upon convenience of installation. [10 total]

4. 1 thermocouple tree centered in each the left and right bays (between mid spar and
spanwise beam 1, and in each of the aft-most bays between spanwise beam 1 and rear
spar. [12 total]

5. One thermocouple located in center of each CWT vent inlet, as far into the vent as
practical. [4 total]

6. Thermocouple located in main gear well near scavenge pump, approximately 1
foot above keel beam. [1 total]

7. One thermocouple  centered in the flow of the vent stringer coming into the right
wing vent surge tank and one in the collector can, as far into each stringer as
installation permits, where the venting from all tanks is combined to pass overboard.
[2 total]

8. Same as #7, in left wing surge tank. [2 total]

9. One fuel temperature thermocouple centered laterally in right rear bay, ½ inch
from the floor at the rear spar. [1 total]

10. Same as # 10, in left rear bay [1 total]

11. One fuel temperature thermocouple on right side of tank, ½ inch from floor at
lowest point in CWT as airplane is sitting on runway [1 total]

12. Same as # 12, on left side of tank [1 total]

13. Check operation and accuracy of temperature sensors used for flight engineer
panel information relating to pressurization and air conditioning.  Note: This does not
have to be finished prior to flight, but will be needed to interpret video recorder data.
Boeing is to accomplish this check with hand-held instrumentation.

14. Additional thermocouples as requested by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) in tank 3 and the vent system.  This will include a surface thermocouple located
as far into a vent stringer as is practical from the wing tip surge tank.

3.3.3 Pressure Instrumentation:
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1. One (absolute) pressure sensor installed on one thermocouple tree located in
forward bay (swb 2- 3), rear bay, and between spanwise beam 2 and mid spar. [3 total]

2. One (absolute) pressure sensor located in each left and right wing surge tank. [2
total]

3. Check operation and accuracy of pressure sensors used for flight engineer panel
info relating to pressurization and air conditioning.  Note: This does not have to be
finished prior to flight, but will be needed to interpret video recorder data.  [Bob

Lonneman is checking into this item]

3.3.4 Vibration Instrumentation:

1.  Measurements for vibrations in all three axis are to be taken from instrumentation
mounted on the exterior of the lower CWT skin.  The transducers will be mounted as
close as practical to the center of the right aft-most bay of the CWT.

2. Vibration frequency of interest is believed to be below 400 hertz, which will be
within the capability of the accelerometers provided by Boeing.  Data sampling will
be at a rate of 800 samples per second.

3.3.5 Vapor Sampling

3.3.5.1 To be installed to sample CWT vapors at specified points in the test program.  Copper
or stainless tubing will carry the samples to six pre-evacuated one liter flasks that are
contained within a metal box that has control valves on the outside.  The samples will
be taken from between spanwise beams 2 and 3, about one-third from the top of the
CWT.

3.3.5.2 When samples are taken, time and altitude will be written down.  Fuel samples will be
taken before and after each vapor sampling flight.  The temperature of the closest
thermocouple will be used for a temperature reference.  Target points for each sample
are after two hours of pack operation and during each flight test are:

Sample 1. Prior to flight.

Sample 2. At approximately 10,000 feet in climb.

Sample 3. At approximately 14,000 feet in climb.

4.0 Personnel
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4.1 Airplane Occupants During the Test Flights:

The personnel aboard the airplane will be limited in flight to those required for operating
the airplane and conducting tests.  No other personnel will be authorized to occupy the
airplane during the flight test without the expressed permission of the NTSB test director.
The following are the currently anticipated personnel to be aboard the airplane for the
tests:

1. Captain    Dale Ranz
2. First Officer    Jamie Loesch
3. Flight Engineer    George Kegebein
4. NTSB Program Test Director    Robert Benzon
5. NTSB Data Analysis Engineer    Dan Bower
6. Boeing Test Director    Roland Johnson
7. Flight Instrument Engineer    Rob Pugh
8. Vapor Sampling Ops. (Vapor only)    Bob Lonneman
9. Flight Analysis Engineer    Dan Peters
10. Analysis Engineer (Boeing flights only) Dave Talbot
11. Design Engineer (Boeing flights only)   Casey Ng

4.2 Maintenance crew

Maintenance personnel and tooling to support the flight operation will be the
responsibility of EVG.

5.0 Test Procedure

5.1 Dispatch and data recording

EVG will be responsible for the mechanical dispatch of the airplane.

Boeing, NTSB, and FBI/DoD will be responsible for flight planning (See Section 2).

Boeing will be responsible for data recording, with NTSB monitoring.

The target outside air temperature for at least one dispatch is 80-85oF, or the closest local
temperature for the days of test flights, although the final go/no go decision is the
responsibility of the Safety Board Test Director.

Data recording will begin with CWT and air conditioning packs near ambient
temperature, prior to beginning of pack operation on the ground.  Supplemental fans may
be used to speed cooling of the pack bays.  Evergreen is to collect one liter fuel samples
before and after each test flight from the center wing tank sump.

See Section 2 for air traffic and any other FAA coordination.
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Perform normal TWA fuel tank management procedures during the test sequences unless
otherwise noted.

5.2 Airplane Fuel Load   

EVG will fuel the CWT after filling all other tanks and as a separate operation from other
tank fueling.  The type of fuel to be used will be Jet A.

Total fuel tank loads at take-off will be:
M1 & M4 = 24,600 lbs. each
M2 & M3 = 62,900 lbs. each
CWT = 50 gallons (may use truck or hydrant meter)
R1 & R4 = 3400 lbs. each

5.2.1 Measure the 50 gal addition to the CWT by using the fuel truck meter at low fueling
flow rate for best accuracy of loading.  Do not transfer fuel into or out of the CWT after
this loading.  Provisions will be made to secure fuel from Athens for the 50 gal addition
before the execution of the NTSB flights.

While adding fuel to the CWT, the flight engineer will monitor the flight engineer fuel
panel and record the point at which the CWT quantity begins to register, if it does.

5.2.2. The truck or hydrant temperature of the fuel loaded into the airplane is to be recorded.
Temperature acceptance is the responsibility of the NTSB.

5.2.3 Record fuel quantities shown on flight engineer’s panel.

5.2.4 If not already in operation, start the APU.

5.2.5 Verify dispatch fuel load if the APU has been used.
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Test Flights Description - The order and dates on which the test flights are performed are
subject to change due to operational considerations.  The final test flight calendar will be detailed
as a separate attachment.  The flights are detailed here, and do not reflect the order in which they
will be flown, with the exception of the cruise flight and TWA800 emulation flight, which much
be performed sequentially, and the last two Boeing pack inlet modification flights,  which must
be done sequentially and at the end of the test flight series.  Additionally, the FAA has requested
the cross-feed flight to be a second flight on any flight day.

5.3 Packs 2 & 3 Continuous

Note: Record all start/stop fuel quantities and fuel panel actions during the test
sequence.

5.3.1 Start the data recording equipment

5.3.1.1 Once data recording begins, the number 2 & 3 air-conditioning packs will be manually
selected to high flow for three hours.  Ensure that the flight engineer panel controls are set
to the fully COLD position and that the engine bleed valve knobs are in the closed
positions.  Temperature data will be monitored by the NTSB.  NTSB will determine the
feasibility of reducing the air-conditioning run time to 2 hours.

5.3.1.2 Check to ensure that the FDR circuit breaker is set.

5.3.2 Following the three hour period, takeoff and climb according to the following flight
profile with the number 2 & 3 air-conditioning packs selected.  Start engines by the TWA
Start, Taxi, and Takeoff Fuel Management Procedures identified in TWA Flight
Handbook, with the following requirements:

Maintain air conditioning pack operation through start, takeoff, and climb.

Engine start order is 1, then 2, then 4.  Start engine 3 when 5 minutes from takeoff.

Note: Chart a sample of CWT temperatures while in flight.

5.3.3 Brake release to 1500 feet AGL:  Takeoff and climb through flap retraction and accelerate
to 220 KCAS  (Takeoff EPR of approximately 1.35).  Record CWT fuel quantity.

5.3.4 1500 ft AGL to 5,800 ft AGL:  Climb at 1900 fpm and accelerate to 250 KCAS.  (Reduce
EPR to 1.25 at 2400 ft AGL).  Remain at 5800 ft AGL for 20 seconds.

5.3.5 5800 ft AGL to 12000 ft:  Climb at 2000 fpm and remain at 250 KCAS.  (Increase EPR to
1.32) Record CWT fuel quantity.

When the fuel quantity in main tanks 1 and 4 is 23,000 pounds each, perform cross-feed
according to the TWA Flight Handbook procedure.
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5.3.6 12000 to 13000 ft: Reduce climb rate to 1000 fpm and increase to 295 KCAS.  (Reduce
EPR to 1.2 at 12,500; reduce to 1.0 at 13000)

5.3.7 13000 ft.:  Reduce altitude to 12800 ft over the next minute; reduce speed to 280 KCAS.
Once 12800 ft is obtained, increase EPR to 1.10

5.3.8 13000 to 13700 ft: Slowly start to increase altitude to 13200; Increase EPR to 1.3, one
minute after previous EPR increase, and climb through 13700 at 1200 fpm to 17,500 feet
AGL.  Monitor CWT temperatures and begin descent after constant CWT temperatures
(NTSB decision) have been maintained for 20 minutes.  Record CWT fuel quantity.

5.3.9 Record CWT fuel quantity in descent.  Return to JFK and prepare airplane for the next
flight.

5.3.10 Following parking and engine shut-down, ensure that FDR circuit breaker is pulled.
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5.4 Packs 1 &2 and cross-feed from tank 3 (Must follow a flight at altitude to cold soak)

5.4.1 Once the CWT temperature has stabilized after the flight, start the data recording
equipment.

5.4.1.1 Take a one liter fuel sample.

Note: Record all start/stop fuel quantities and fuel panel actions during the test
sequence.

5.4.1.2 Once data recording begins, the number 1 & 2 air-conditioning packs will be manually
selected to high flow for three hours.  Ensure that the flight engineer panel controls are set
to the fully COLD position and that the engine bleed valve knobs are in the closed
positions.

5.4.1.3 Check to ensure that the FDR circuit breaker is set.

5.4.2 Following the three hour period, start engines by the TWA Start, Taxi, and Takeoff Fuel
Management Procedures identified in TWA Flight Handbook, with the following
requirements:

5.4.2.1 Shut the air conditioning packs to start engines 1, then 2, then 4.

5.4.2.2 Use packs 1 and 2 for taxi.

5.4.2.3 Start engine 3 when 5 minutes from takeoff.

5.4.2.3 Take a vapor sample while on the ground.

5.4.2.3 Shut the packs for takeoff, then turn one pack on at 400, 600, and 800 feet AGL.

Note: Chart a sample of CWT temperatures while in flight.

5.4.2.4 Take vapor samples at 10,000 and 14,000 feet AGL.

5.4.2.5 Climb according to the schedule prescribed in steps 5.3.3 to 5.3.10, but at 6:20 minutes
into the climb, use the cross-feed configuration of main tank 3 feeding engines 1,2, and 3
(both No. 3 boost pumps operating) and tank 4 feeding engine 4 (both boost pumps
operating).

5.4.2.6 Stop the cross-feed after 5 minutes and return to TWA Flight Handbook fuel management
procedures and resume the schedule prescribed in 5.3.X (as appropriate to the altitude),
climbing to 17,500 feet AGL.
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5.4.2.7 The flight is to last until CWT temperatures stabilize (NTSB decision).  Record CWT
fuel quantity.

5.4.2.8 Record CWT fuel quantity in descent.  Return to JFK and prepare airplane for the next
flight.

5.4.2.9 Following parking and engine shut-down, ensure that FDR circuit breaker is pulled.

5.4.2.10 Take a one liter fuel sample.
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5.5 Support of FBI/DoD aircraft identification activity

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Department of Defense (DoD) will
conduct passive aircraft identification activity during a flight in this series.  The flight will
originate out of JFK, utilize airspace over and near the FAA Technical Center runways
(ACY) in Atlantic City, New Jersey, and return to JFK. No extra onboard equipment is
required.  All data will be collected by mobile vans on the ground.  Phase 1, phase 2, and
phase 3 flight activity (described below) in support of the FBI/DoD must be done in VFR
conditions. A communications capability between the Boeing flightcrew and the
FBI/DoD data collection van will be established via VHF radio.  Available VFR days
near Atlantic City, New Jersey, during the test week will be used for the flight.  The
earliest day that the flight could take place, for logistical reasons, would be Sunday, July
12.  Because of  sun angle considerations, this flight should begin on or about 1300 hours
and will last 7-8 hours.

Details of the flight activity will be coordinated between the FBI/DoD contractor (Dr.
H.C. Schau, Hughes Aircraft) and the Boeing flight crew during a meeting at JFK on or
about Friday, July 11, 1997.  A general description this activity is attached:
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5.6 Cruise Condition (All packs to FL 350)  (Must precede TWA800 emulation)

5.6.1 On the ground, prior to this flight, with electrical power provided by the APU, record the
voltage and current on the CWT FQIS LO Z wiring during:

Note: Record each event as it is being tested for later correlation with the electrical recording.

1. Cycle on/off interior and exterior lights,
2. Transmit on each radio,
3. Verify transponder and radar altimeter operation,
4. Operate each switch (possible) at the flight engineer’s panel.  Operate the CWT

Jettison pumps and then scavenge pump (last), only turning the pumps on
momentarily on and off.

 5. Operate  a cellular telephone or other transmitter long enough to walk aft from the
flight deck along the left upper  deck wall near the CWT FQIS wiring, holding the
cellular telephone beneath the window line, then along the left side of the main deck
to aft of the mid-cabin area.

6. Operate a lap-top computer and perform a “file save” operation (to run the hard drive)
operate the CD drive, every 5-10 ft along the same route.

7. Test any other personal electronic devices that may become available.

5.6.1.1 Perform ground test and this flight with test instrumentation recording background
voltage and current on the CWT FQIS system.

5.6.1.2 Take a one liter fuel sample.

5.6.2 Begin the pack heating and flight portions of this test after the CWT temperatures have
reached equilibrium.

Note: Record all start/stop fuel quantities and fuel panel actions during the test
sequence.

5.6.2.1 Start the data recording equipment

5.6.2.2 Once data recording begins, all three air-conditioning packs will be manually selected
to high flow for three hours.  Ensure that the flight engineer panel controls are set to
the fully COLD position and that the engine bleed valve knobs are in the closed
positions. Temperature data will be monitored by the NTSB.  NTSB will determine the
feasibility of reducing the air-conditioning run time to 2 hours

5.6.2.3 Check to ensure that the FDR circuit breaker is set.

5.6.2.3.1 Take a vapor sample prior to takeoff.
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5.6.2.4 Following the three hour period, takeoff and climb according to the following flight
profile with all three air-conditioning packs selected.  Start engines by the TWA Start,
Taxi, and Takeoff Fuel Management Procedures identified in TWA Flight Handbook,
with the following requirements:

Maintain air conditioning pack operation through start, takeoff, and climb.

Engine start order is 1, then 2, then 4.  Start engine 3 when 5 minutes from takeoff.

Note: Chart a sample of CWT temperatures while in flight.

5.6.2.5 Brake release to 1500 feet AGL:  Takeoff and climb through flap retraction and
accelerate to 220 KCAS  (Takeoff EPR of approximately 1.35).  Record CWT fuel
quantity.

5.6.2.6 1500 ft AGL to 5,800 ft AGL:  Climb at 1900 fpm and accelerate to 250 KCAS.
(Reduce EPR to 1.25 at 2400 ft AGL).  Remain at 5800 ft AGL for 20 seconds.

5.6.2.7 5800 ft AGL to 12000 ft:  Climb at 2000 fpm and remain at 250 KCAS.  (Increase
EPR to 1.32) Record CWT fuel quantity.

5.6.2.7.1 Take a vapor sample at 10,000 feet AGL.

5.6.2.7.2 When the fuel quantity in main tanks 1 and 4 is 23,000 pounds each, perform cross-
feed according to the TWA Flight Handbook procedure.

5.6.2.8 12000 to 13000 ft: Reduce climb rate to  1000 fpm and increase to 295 KCAS.
(Reduce EPR to 1.2 at 12,500; reduce to 1.0 at 13000)

5.6.2.9 13000 ft.:  Reduce altitude to 12800 ft over the next minute; reduce speed to 280
KCAS.  Once 12800 ft is obtained, increase EPR to 1.10

5.6.2.9.1 Take a vapor sample at 14,000 feet AGL.

5.6.2.10 13000 to 13700 ft: Slowly start to increase altitude to 13200; Increase EPR to 1.3, one
minute after previous EPR increase, and climb through 13700 at 1200 fpm to 17,500
feet AGL. At 17,500 feet, adjust pack outlets to maintain a comfortable cabin
temperature.  After stabilized CWT temperatures have been maintained for 20 minutes
(NTSB decision), continue climb from 17,500 feet to an altitude of 35,000 feet.
Monitor CWT temperatures and begin descent after constant CWT temperatures
(NTSB decision) have been maintained for 20 minutes.  Record CWT fuel quantity.

5.6.2.11 Record CWT fuel quantity in idle power and .84 mach descent, returning to JFK and
prepare airplane for the next flight.
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5.6.2.12 Following parking and engine shut-down, ensure that FDR circuit breaker is pulled.

5.6.2.13 Keep air conditioning packs one and three running for the following test.

5.6.2.14   Take a one liter fuel sample.

5.6.2.15 Defuel to TWA Flight 800 weights, ASAP.
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5.7 Emulation of TWA flight 800   (Must follow Cruise condition flight)

5.7.1 Time between flights to be about 3 1/2 hours [Per Dan Bower].

5.7.1.1 Take a one liter fuel sample.

5.7.2 Start the data recording equipment.

Note: Record all start/stop fuel quantities and fuel panel actions during the test sequence.

5.7.2.1 Once data recording begins, the number 1 & 3 air-conditioning packs will be manually
selected to high flow for three hours.  Ensure that the flight engineer panel controls are
set to the fully COLD position and that the engine bleed valve knobs are in the closed
positions.

5.7.2.2 Check to ensure that the FDR circuit breaker is set.

5.7.2.3 Following the three hour period, start engines by the TWA Start, Taxi, and Takeoff
Fuel Management Procedures identified in TWA Flight Handbook, with the following
requirements:

5.7.2.4 Shut the air conditioning packs to start engines 1, then 2, then 4.

5.7.2.5 Use packs 1 and 3 for taxi.

5.7.2.6 Start engine 3 when 5 minutes from takeoff.

5.7.2.7 Take a vapor sample while on the ground.

5.7.2.8 Shut the packs for takeoff, then turn one pack on at 400, 600, and 800 feet AGL, as
stated in the TWA Climb Procedures identified in the TWA Flight Handbook.

Note: Chart a sample of CWT temperatures while in flight.

5.7.2.9 Take vapor samples at 10,000 and 14,000 feet AGL.

5.7.2.10 Climb according to the schedule prescribed in steps 5.3.3 to 5.3.10, climbing to 17,500
feet AGL.

5.7.2.12 The flight is to last until CWT temperatures stabilize (NTSB decision).  Record CWT
fuel quantity.

5.7.2.13 Record CWT fuel quantity in descent.  Return to JFK and prepare airplane for the next
flight.
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5.7.2.14 Following parking and engine shut-down, ensure that FDR circuit breaker is pulled.

5.7.2.15 Take a one liter fuel sample.
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5.8 Tankered Fuel (uses Cruise condition as a baseline)

Once the CWT has cooled sufficiently to an approximate constant temperature (target
ambient temperature), repeat cruise condition flight (steps 5.6), using all A/C packs on
the ground, takeoff, and climb; with 6,000 pounds of CWT fuel.  Use of locally purchased
fuel is acceptable in the CWT.  After stabilized CWT temperatures have been obtained
(NTSB decision) for 20 minutes at 17,500 feet, adjust temperatures to comfortable
temperatures and resume climb to 35,000 feet AGL.

5.9 Packs 1 & 3 continuous, replication of 2 & 3 continuous (Boeing Baseline Flight)

Once the CWT has cooled sufficiently to an approximate constant temperature (target
ambient temperature), repeat flight with packs 1 & 3 continuous (steps 5.3), using packs 1
and 3 on the ground, takeoff, and climb; with 50 gallons of CWT fuel.  Locally purchased
fuel is acceptable in the CWT.  Climb to 35,000 feet AGL.

5.10 Modified Air Conditioning Pack Inlet

The test will disable pack two and use an inlet diffuser to test the effects of cooling the
pack bay in the area of pack 1.  The conditions for this test are to be as similar as possible
to flight with packs 1 & 3 continuous (steps 5.3).  Test data is to be considered
proprietary and shared between Boeing and the NTSB.  Further details about how this test
will be conducted are to be identified as the installation is finalized.

5.11 Modified Air Conditioning Pack Inlet With New Pack Components

The test is to be similar to previous flight with modified air conditioning pack inlet,
following replacement of air conditioning pack seals with new hardware.
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6.0 Support Hardware

6.1 Individuals on the flight must supply their own cold weather clothing.  (The packs will be
running at full cold for much of the testing.)

6.2 EVG will provide:

Tank entry air masks and other equipment (such as lights) have been contracted from
International Aircraft Tank Services (IATS).

Ballast to replicate center of gravity and weight of TW800 flight.

Refuel/Defuel cart, contracted from Ogden/Allied Aviation Services.

Sump drain tools and hoses.

Specialized tooling, beyond those hand and other tools that are provided by the
maintenance personnel.  This includes any specialized items or tooling required to operate
and repair the B-747.

Air stairs, if possible.

Air cart(s) to power hand tools (EVG).

Air cart(s) to ventilate fuel tanks (IATS).

Electric cart (EVG).

Shop-type or other air fans to cool the pack bays, as required, to be rented for NTSB by
EVG.

Ladders or other lifts to install instrumentation.

6.3 Boeing will provide:

Safety equipment related to entry into the CWT by instrumentation personnel.

Tooling, software, and any support activities to support the installation, repair, and
operation of the test instrumentation.

6.4 NTSB will provide:

Cellular telephone or other transmitter for test point 5.5.1.
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Laptop computer for test point 5.5.1.

7.0 Completion Criteria

The test will be completed when usable flight test data has been collected through step 7
by the NTSB, Boeing, FAA, and the FBI/DoD.

8.0 Data Collection Methodology and Test Reports

8.1 Custody of the data will remain with the NTSB and the NTSB will be present for data
reduction.  Data will be shared with the parties to the investigation of the TWA flight 800
accident, other than from flights 6, 7, and 8.

8.2 Boeing is responsible for data reduction of NTSB/Boeing data by [DATE].

8.1.1 Reduced data for each parameter recorded is to be provided in electronic ASCII form
(tab, comma, or space delimited).  Raw data will also be provided in an electronic format.

8.1.2 For the instrumentation of temperature, pressure, and acceleration, Boeing will provide:

Calibration information for all gages used.

Data reduction conversion algorithms used in converting raw data to engineering data.

Details of any signal processing in the data acquisition system (e.g. amplifier gains,
analog to digital conversion, etc.).

8.2 Data collected by FBI/DoD will not be made available to any non-FBI/DoD agency
without the expressed permission of the FBI/DoD.

8.3 The Desert Research Institute at University of Nevada will analyze vapor samples and
provide results to the NTSB for dissemination to the parties.

8.4 Fuel samples are not currently planned to be tested and are being retained for potential
future questions or concerns.

9.0 Responsibilities

The NTSB Test Director shall be responsible for coordination of the test.

Boeing shall be responsible for installation and operation of the instrumentation system.

The NTSB Test Director shall be responsible for ensuring that all test conditions are
completed, that data is usable, and that all required data has been collected.
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10.0 Financial Arrangements

10.1 The NTSB will lease the airplane from Evergreen for all test flights, and will be billed for
any services provided by Evergreen in support of the test flight series, in accordance with
a formal lease agreement between the NTSB and Evergreen.

End
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Attachment List

1. People attending introductory meeting of July 8, 1997.

2. Map of John F. Kennedy International Airport

3. Nonconformance found prior to flight test.

4. TWA Flight Handbook Fuel Management Procedures, pages 2.11.1-2.11.3

5. TWA Flight Handbook Engine Start Procedures, page 2.19.3

6. TWA Flight Handbook Taxi-Before Takeoff Procedures, pages 2.21.1-2.21.4

7.  TWA Flight Handbook Climb Normal Procedures, page 2.30.1

7. TWA Flight Handbook Ramp Procedures, pages 2.45.1-2.45.2

8. TWA Flight Handbook Non-Normal Procedures, pages 3.20.3-3.20.4

9. TWA Flight 800 Fueling, Weight, and Balance Data From Operations Group Notes

10.  FBI/DoD Test Planning Material

11. Flight Test Matrix
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People attending introductory meeting of July 8, 1997:

NTSB Test Director: Robert Benzon 202-314-6313
Fax: 314-6319

1-800-SKY-8888, PIN 255-3505
benzonr@ntsb.gov

NTSB Aircraft Acquisition Frank McGill 202-614-6391

NTSB Fire/Explosion: Dr. Merritt Birky 202-314-6503
Fax: 314-

1-800-SKY-8888, PIN
birkym@ntsb.gov

NTSB Systems & Test Plan: Robert L. Swaim 202-314-6394
Fax 314-6349

1-800-SKY-8888, PIN 550-3143
swaimbo@ntsb.gov

NTSB Thermal & Data: Dr. Daniel Bower 202-314-6562
Fax 314-

1-800-Skypage, PIN 550-3160
bowerd@ntsb.gov

Boeing Test Director: Roland Johnson 425-342-0991
Fax

roland.johnson2@pss.boeing.com

Evergreen Airlines (EVG): Kevin Rickard 718-917-6356
Fax: 995-0966

FAA Coordinator Michael Collins 206-227-2689
Fax: 227-1181
michaelcollins@dot.faa.gov

ALPA: Steven D. Green

TWA: Terry Stacey 908-439-2048
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Nonconformance found prior to flight test














































